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A note from the editor

Mat Thomas – Partner

Mat discusses the ideas covered in this
issue and why pension schemes should
be considering their long-term outlook,
now more than ever.

Democracy posing some challenges?

Philip Boyle – Partner
Brexit and then Trump... Markets have
tried to react to both events but they
seem uncertain about what that reaction
should be.
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Vista is designed to keep you abreast
of our latest investment thinking.

Can real estate help solve a real problem?

Grant Hood – Investment Consultant
Grant looks at why long-lease real estate
offers a range of options to suit different
investment objectives and why these assets
offer a good match to their liabilities.
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Buy-ins: making volatility work for you

Yadu Dashora – Consultant
The volatility seen so far this year has created
some excellent opportunities for pension
schemes to remove risk using a buy-in. Yadu
takes us through how schemes can be ready
to capture these opportunities.

DB investment platforms: keeping
trustees in the driving seat

Andrew Jacobson – Senior Consultant
Andrew discusses how using an investment
platform could save you time and cost
when you make changes to defined
benefit scheme investments.
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Governance: enhancing your decision
making

Rachika Cooray – Senior Consultant
The role of the trustee is complex and
trustees are facing many challenges that
exceed the time available. Rachika explains
how the right governance framework can
help trustees operate more effectively.

Getting your scheme through its mid-life crisis

John Clements – Partner
The whole point of a pension scheme is to build
up a pot of assets and then to spend those
assets on paying pensions. But this does present
challenges. John examines how you can tackle
these challenges head-on.
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A note from the editor

ACCESSto all the latest
investment THINKING

I

Mat Thomas
Partner
+44 (0)20 7432 0615
mat.thomas@lcp.uk.com
Mat advises clients on a
wide range of investment
issues, with a particular
focus on setting and
implementing investment
strategy. He is a member of
LCP’s real asset team and
specialises in identifying
suitable investment
managers for clients’
property allocations.
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n the last edition of Vista we considered the
uncertain economic and political environment
in the run-up to the UK’s EU referendum
and suggested that investors could be
in for a bumpy ride. The decision to ‘Brexit’
certainly delivered on this and, coupled with the
Presidential election of Donald Trump in the US,
it appears that electoral shocks are becoming
a matter of course for forecasters, pollsters,
bookmakers and markets.
The eyes of the world turn back to Europe
in December with the Italian referendum on
government reform set to be the next test
of voters’ appetite to shake things up. If the
current fevered political climate continues into
2017 then all bets are off for the upcoming
French and German elections – not to mention
any consequences flowing from the Brexit
negotiations.
Although it will take some time, perhaps
years, for the implications of these voter
verdicts to become apparent, Phil Boyle opens
this issue of Vista by looking at the immediate
impact of the economic challenges dealt by
voters.
As markets struggle to react, we are
reminded that risk is not just a number in a
model. The world can be a volatile place and
pension schemes’ journey plans could be
knocked off course by some stormy weather.

right governance structures in place – and
shows how one scheme profited from the
volatile market conditions in the immediate
aftermath of the Brexit vote.

The next three articles in this issue look at
some ideas to help pension schemes at various
points along their journey, always recognising
that the ultimate aim of any pension scheme is
to make sure it can pay its members’ benefits.
 Grant Hood makes the case that real assets,
specifically long-lease property, can help
schemes with sufficient time horizons
generate the income they need to meet
future benefit payments.
 John Clements looks at how cash flow
demands are causing maturing schemes
to suffer a ‘mid-life crisis’ and how these
schemes could benefit from some ‘therapy’.
 Yadu Dashora explains how schemes wanting
to pass risk to insurers can benefit from
market volatility – providing they have the

Yadu’s article reminds us that no matter
how good any investment idea is, it only
works if it’s implemented well. We’re always
looking at ways to help schemes improve their
governance structures and the final two articles
tackle this issue.
 Andrew Jacobson makes the case for DB
schemes taking advantage of the efficiencies
that investment platforms have provided
already for DC schemes. He argues that
by replacing multiple manager contracts
with a single platform approach, trustees
can implement investment changes more
efficiently.
 Rachika Cooray provides a helpful four point
plan for enhancing trustees’ decision making
structures, recognising that taking some
simple steps to improve governance can help
save time and money in the future.
I hope this edition of LCP Vista provides you
with some ideas and thoughts to improve your
pension scheme. If you have any comments or
suggestions, do get in touch with me or speak
to your usual LCP contact.
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The macro-economic outlook

DEMOCRACY posing

some CHALLENGES?
look attractive compared with those available in many other G7 bond
markets. Add to the mix sterling weakness, the possibility of a Long
Hard Brexit, and a Bank of England response that has ramped up the
monetary stimuli, then one worrying scenario (but it is only one) is for
yields to just keep falling towards the floor. Assuming there is a floor.
So falling yields and expensive equities mean that many of our
clients feel like they are in hellishly difficult times. Which reminds me
of another of Churchill’s observations
“When you are going through hell, keep going”.

Phil Boyle
Partner
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Shaded bars show the mean
+/-1 standard deviation

+44 (0)20 7432 6689
philip.boyle@lcp.uk.com
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hurchill said that “…democracy is the worst form of
Government except for all those other forms that have been
tried…”, and the ballot box has certainly posed two interesting
challenges to the global economic order with first Brexit and
now Trump. Markets have responded, as they always do, but this still feels
very much like work in progress. So the key point is that the only thing
that is really increasing is the level of uncertainty. Investors are nervous.
Equities in the UK, EU and US are starting to look expensive, at
least on a price to earnings ratio measure. But the data is mixed. Price
to book ratios are very low in the UK and EU and to the extent that
equities are actually a discounted value of a future income stream
(an ancient actuarial axiom) then high price to earnings ratios are
consistent with record low bond yields.
And just how low they are. Brexit drove them lower still but Trump’s
triumph does seem to have reversed the trend, at least partially. At the
time of writing 20 year gilt yields are hovering around 2% pa and I am
running out of adjectives – not like me – to describe how crazy this
low yield world seems to be. But even at these low levels UK yields still

understand and manage
both their investment and
business risks.
He has over 25 years’
industry experience
and has worked with
pension schemes and
organisations as diverse

0

as utility companies,
Lloyd’s syndicates, global
mutual insurers, the UK
Government and the
World Bank.

Price to book
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Long-lease real estate

Can REAL ESTATE help
SOLVE a real problem?

P

Grant Hood
Investment Consultant
+44 (0)20 7432 0660
grant.hood@lcp.uk.com
As well as working with
a number of DB clients,
helping to develop bespoke
investment strategies to
meet their specific needs,
Grant is heavily involved
in LCP’s research into real
assets.
Given his current views on
the market, one area of
particular focus has been
research into secured
income assets.
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ension scheme trustees have one
overarching responsibility - to make
sure there is sufficient cash to pay
member benefits as they fall due.
With the benefit of hindsight, we can
reminisce about the halcyon days before the
financial crisis when gilts were yielding close
to 5% pa. How easy things were – even holding
a ‘risk-free’ asset provided a good level of
income.
Today’s reality however is very different.
Since the financial crisis there has been an
accelerating downward trend in bond yields,
a situation only exacerbated by the Bank of
England’s recent response – a package of new
monetary policies, including cutting interest
rates to 0.25% and an expanded quantitative
easing programme – to the surprise (at least
to the polls and pundits) EU referendum ‘leave’
vote.
In such a low-yield environment, bonds
which deliver contractual long-term inflation
linked income have become very expensive.
This is due, amongst other things, to significant
demand from pension schemes and insurance
companies, for which these assets offer a good
liability match.
So what to do? Enter long-lease real estate.
These are UK property assets, but with key
differences to traditional commercial real estate

– namely the lease lengths are far longer (over
25 years), while the rental income is typically
contractually linked to inflation. They therefore
exhibit broadly the same desirable cashflow
(although not mark-to-market) matching
characteristics of inflation-linked bonds, but at
a much more attractive price.
It’s important to note that long-lease real
estate offers a range of options to suit different
investment objectives:
 Sale and leaseback: owner-occupier sells
property so investor returns depend on
income and potential growth in property
value.
 Income strips: tenant retains right to
repurchase property at end of lease so
investor returns are more income orientated.
 Ground rents: property owner sells land for
an ultra-long lease (100+ years) that provides
very secure rental income.
Trustees should therefore consider their
particular circumstances before deciding which
option might be most appropriate for them.
Whilst the income from these assets can be
viewed as secure – backed by strong tenants
and/or collateralisation from the underlying
real estate asset – there are clearly additional
risks that investors should consider (eg
illiquidity and insolvency of tenants). However,
I would argue there are few assets that offer

the potential for such attractive risk adjusted
returns in today’s market.
I believe an allocation to long-lease real
estate should be viewed as a key component
of a pension scheme’s ‘cashflow matching’
portfolio, held as a strong income generative
asset which can help meet benefit payments
both now and in the future.

Currently, investors would expect to
earn a healthy premium above gilts.
Projected real returns
Index-linked gilts

-1.8%
Corporate bonds (AAA)

-0.5%
Sale and leaseback (with residual value)

3-4%
Sale and leaseback (with no residual value)

1-2%
Income strips

2-3%
Ground rents

2-3%
Premiums shown are based on manager projections
(as at 31 October 2016)
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Investment growth portfolio

Getting your SCHEME through its mid-life CRISIS

M

Projected asset allocation
for a typical closed DB Scheme

Growth assets
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those benefit payments. So if you closed
your scheme 10 years ago or more, you may
typically expect to be using disinvestments to
wind down your growth portfolio over the next
15 or so years (as illustrated in the chart).
In practice, this dramatically shortens your
time horizon. What happens to investment
markets over the next two or three years –
when you hold lots of growth assets – matters
much more than what happens in later years,
when you expect to have already sold much of
your growth portfolio.
But the inconvenient truth is that, whilst
we may have confidence that investors will
be rewarded for holding growth assets over
the long term, frankly nobody knows what
markets will do over the next couple of years.
The fallout from the recent Brexit and US
presidential election results demonstrates that
market volatility is never far away. If trustees
are not careful they can easily end up being
forced to disinvest at depressed
levels, damaging any chance of ever
generating the returns needed.
Two easy steps will help you
successfully navigate your mid life
(pension scheme) crisis:

 Understand the impact of your cash
requirements – we can help you consider
a few simple scenarios, specific to your
scheme’s profile, to show you how big an
issue this is for you. Think about this now – it
is inevitable that it will become a significant
issue at some stage; and
 Be dynamic – agree in advance what to
do in different scenarios and focus your
monitoring on implementing your agreed
response. For example, if markets are strong
over the next few years we could help you
put aside a few years’ worth of profits to
pay future benefits. If markets are weak,
there are steps you can take to make sure
you aren’t forced to disinvest at depressed
prices.

As a rule of thumb, if your
annual cash outflows are 3%
or more of your total assets,
then you are in danger of
having a mid-life crisis and
should seek advice
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He advises clients on a wide
range of investment issues
including asset switching
mechanisms, investment
manager selection, asset
transfers and performance
measurement.
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John has a particular focus
on setting and implementing
investment strategy.
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Partner
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John Clements

any DB pension schemes already
have more money going out
every year than coming in. These
outflows will increase significantly
over time as more members retire and start
drawing their benefits.
This is good news for trustees – the whole
point of a pension scheme is to build up a
pot of assets and then to spend those assets
paying benefits. Being a net disinvestor means
that you are on the home straight.
But, being forced to sell assets year on year
does raise new challenges, which our most
successful clients tackle head on. We call this
‘getting over your mid life crisis’ – recognising
that managing a mature and shrinking scheme
is very different to managing a scheme that is
younger and growing.
By the time nearly all a scheme’s members
have retired, trustees would typically prefer
to be invested mostly in bonds that match
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Insurance de-risking solutions

BUY-INS: making VOLATILITY work for you

T

he unexpected EU referendum ‘leave’ vote resulted in a short
period of improved pricing (relative to gilts) for buy-ins and
buy-outs, as the investments employed by insurers to back
such deals suddenly cheapened in the ensuing widespread
market sell-off. But, while most of the UK sat down to breakfast on 24
June to digest the potential implications of Brexit, pension schemes with
the foresight to prepare were capitalising on the opportunities created
by the market fall out.

Yadu Dashora
Consultant
+44 (0)20 7432 3065
yadu.dashora@lcp.uk.com
Yadu specialises in advising
both trustees and sponsors
of pension schemes on how
to manage longevity risk
through buy-ins and
buy-outs.
He works with clients to
identify the best
de-risking solution and
helps them negotiate,
structure and execute
transactions successfully.
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Case study
One of LCP’s clients who did just that was the ICI Pension Fund (ICI).
The Trustees moved quickly to enter into a £750m buy-in that was
signed just eight working days after the vote. This rapid turnaround was
only possible by already having in place umbrella contracts with a panel
of insurers. This minimised the additional paperwork, whilst allowing the
deal to be secured on the same attractive terms that ICI had negotiated
with each insurer in the original buy-in contracts – a similar set-up to the
‘ISDA’ framework used for interest rate and inflation swap agreements.
By the time of the vote, ICI had already completed eight competitive
buy-ins this way and being able to use it for the ninth meant that the
impact of the ‘leave’ vote reduced the cost of the transaction by an
estimated £10m.
How quickly could your scheme lock into favourable buy-in pricing?
It typically takes 6-8 weeks to obtain transactable buy-in quotations
from an insurer and commercial negotiations can take weeks (if not
months), particularly where they include sophisticated collateral
structures such as those used by ICI.
Given these timescales, how can schemes ensure they can react
quickly to market movements to capture buy-in opportunities?
The solution used by ICI was to invest upfront in governance and
documentation to ensure it was ready to move quickly when the
opportunity arose. Regular pricing feeds were provided by the insurers
on ICI’s panel, which could potentially act as a trigger to start the
transaction process.

Schemes looking to move fast and take advantage of buy-in
opportunities should:

1
Establish suitable governance to allow transactions to be evaluated quickly but
with robust oversight. This can involve a trustee sub-committee (potentially
with sponsor representatives) that has delegated authority to enter into buy-ins
within agreed parameters (eg on size, pricing metrics, terms etc).

2
Request regular, transactable pricing from insurers and monitor
pricing against the agreed target metrics.

3
Consider entering into a smaller buy-in initially before following
up with subsequent transactions using the innovative umbrella
contract structure used by ICI. By agreeing all terms that are not
transaction-specific, schemes can significantly streamline the
subsequent execution process. Once done, if pricing targets are
hit then a scheme can transact in days.

By using an umbrella structure, schemes can place a greater focus
on timing and on identifying pricing opportunities as they arise. Indeed
for those who have already completed a buy-in, there may be an
opportunity to revisit the existing contract and establish an umbrella
structure, allowing further buy-ins to be carried out quickly and costeffectively with the same insurer when pricing opportunities arise. In
current volatile markets, capturing such pricing opportunities can save a
scheme millions.

#LCPVista

DB investment platforms

Keeping TRUSTEES
in the DRIVING seat

W

hether it’s an inch-thick pile
of anti-money laundering
documentation for a new
manager, negotiating terms
on a complex legal contract or completing lots
of forms to move assets from A to B, making
manager and fund changes often requires lots
of paperwork, patience and effort! I’m sure that
you’ve found this a time-consuming process on
occasion, particularly when there a lot of other
issues to address.
For some schemes, investment platforms
can make this much easier. Originally
designed to simplify administration for
defined contribution schemes, platforms have
evolved quickly, to provide a cost-effective
and simpler governance option for smaller
defined benefit schemes. Several platform
providers can now provide easy access to
a wide range of DB investments, such as
diversified growth funds and liability driven
investments.
Platforms can help modernise the way you
oversee your DB pension scheme, saving you
both time and money.
Cut time spent form filling
A single contract with a platform replaces
the many separate contracts with individual
managers.
Platforms look after all the operational
paperwork with each underlying manager,
particularly useful when you add a new
8 LCP Vista Investment

manager to your portfolio – the platform takes
responsibility for the mechanics, leaving you
more time to focus on issues that really matter.
Investment changes in days not months
Platforms use a simple, standardised
approach to implement changes agreed by
trustees.
The platform provider can take responsibility
for planning transitions, from simple cash
switches to more involved in-specie transfers
(although usually it is sensible for your
investment consultant to provide some
oversight). They can also rebalance pension
scheme investments automatically if required.
With a platform, you can make simple
changes to your portfolio within a few days
reducing the likelihood of missed opportunities.
Reduce some implementation costs
As platform providers aggregate pension
scheme assets, they are well placed to
negotiate better fee terms than some
schemes can do directly.
Other governance costs are often lower.
New manager appointments do not require
new contracts, so you can expect lower legal
fees. Platforms can also provide combined
reporting on all of your investments, saving
the hassle of gathering asset information from
each of your managers.
Together, these savings often offset
additional fees for the platform to host and
implement changes to investments.

Streamline your existing governance approach
Platforms are designed to provide a more
streamlined framework for you to implement
investment decisions, without changing your
existing adviser structure or the amount of
control you have over decisions.
As trustees you remain firmly in the driving
seat, making decisions as you do now. Your
consultant will continue to provide you with
independent advice, while managers remain
responsible for delivering returns.
Whilst not appropriate for all schemes, a
DB platform may be able to help you knit
together your governance in a cost-effective
fashion to allow you to make the changes you
want, only easier, faster and better.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
Trustees decide on:
Overall investment objectives
Asset

manager selection

TRUSTEE

Investment consultant advises on:
Investment strategy
Asset manager selection
Selection of platform provider

INVESTMENT
CONSULTANT

Single contract with platform provider
One standardised form for any asset switch
(no legal advice required)

Andrew Jacobson
Senior Investment
Consultant
+44 (0)20 7432 6714
andrew.jacobson@lcp.uk.com
Andrew advises a range
of pension funds and is an
implementation specialist.
He has been at the forefront
of our research into
platforms and he also leads
the real assets research
team.

DB PLATFORM PROVIDER

ASSET
MANAGERS

ASSET
MANAGERS

ASSET
MANAGERS
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MANAGERS
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Governance

ENHANCING your

U

nderstandably, trustees often worry about their ability to
make robust and timely investment decisions. The role of the
trustee is complex and trustees are facing many challenges
that exceed the time available. Investment decisions often
need to be made within a certain timeframe in order to capture the
gains from a decision. If it takes several months to obtain the required
advice and then make and implement a decision, the opportunity may
be missed.
Having the right governance framework can help
trustees respond swiftly to the changing environment
and operate more effectively. When seeking to
improve decision making, I encourage trustees to
consider four key areas.
Trustee training
Whilst all trustees should meet the
regulator’s knowledge requirements, often
there will be some trustees who are more
comfortable with complex investment concepts
than others. To make effective decisions, I
encourage trustee boards to understand their
collective strengths and work together to challenge
and debate new investment ideas. To supplement
‘just-in-time’ training at meetings, many trustees use our free
Training Needs Analysis tool to identify any knowledge gaps and
put in place training plans to address these areas.
Appropriate delegation
Historically, smaller schemes may have thought that committees
weren’t right for them and larger schemes may have considered them
essential. Neither view is always right. The key is to review board and
committee structures regularly to ensure they remain fit for purpose.
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DECISION making

Some of our trustees use committees with clear delegated powers and
terms of reference to address inefficiencies, focus on strategic decision
making at board meetings and ensure that matters are dealt with by
the trustees with the best fit of skills and capabilities. Where formal
committees aren’t appropriate, clear delegations can ensure that routine
matters (such as authorising disinvestments for cashflow purposes or
signing investment paperwork) are dealt with promptly in between
meetings.
Post project reviews
It’s good practice for trustees to review their own
performance, and post project reviews are an easy way
to do this. For example, once an investment strategy
review is completed, trustees could have an open
discussion to reflect on things that went particularly
well and where improvements can be made. This
feedback should be shared with the relevant
advisers so that they are able to better support you
in other projects.
Sufficient support
As most decisions are taken at meetings, good meeting
management is crucial. An efficient trustee secretary will
ensure you have all the information you need at the meeting
to make robust decisions. Circulating agendas and meeting papers
with clear recommendations at least a week in advance will mean that
trustees have enough time to read papers and fully participate in the
meeting. After the meeting, decisions should be minuted accurately
and actions completed without delay so trustees avoid the same issues
being revisited at the next meeting.
Investing in improving your decision making now can save you time
and money in the future.

Rachika Cooray
Senior Consultant
+44 (0)20 7432 6658

rachika.cooray@lcp.uk.com
Rachika is an experienced
governance consultant
and specialist trustee
secretary. She is passionate
about helping trustee
boards to better manage
their schemes and
consults on a number of
governance issues such as
board effectiveness, risk
management and trustee
training.
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